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QUESTION 1

How can you "throttle" SnapValue updates and baseline transfers so that the primary or secondary is not transmitting
data as it can? 

A. Use the -k option in the snapvault start or snapshot modify commands. 

B. SnapVault does not support throttling of network throughout. 

C. Use the snapvault throttle command. 

D. Use the -k option in the snapvault initialize command. 

Correct Answer: D 

http://backdrift.org/man/netapp/man1/na_snapvault.1.html The snapvault subcommands are: start [ -r ] [ -k n ] [ -t n ] [ -w
] [-p {inet | inet6 unspec}] [ -o options ] [ -S [primary_filer:]primary_path ] secondary_qtree modify [ -k n ] [ -t n ] [-p {inet |
inet6 | unspec}] [ -o options ] [ -S primary_filer:primary_path ] sec_ondary_qtree 

The -k option sets the maximum speed at which data is transferred in kilobytes per second. It is used to throttle disk,
CPU, and network usage. If this option is not set, the filer transmits data as fast as it can. The setting applies to the
initial transfer as well as subsequent update transfers from the primary. 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two statements apply to the fs_size_fixed volume option? (Choose two.) 

A. The default setting is on. 

B. This option is automatically set to be on when a volume becomes a SnapMirrored volume. 

C. This option turns to off after the snapmirror break command is issued for the relationship. 

D. This option causes the SnapMirror destination volume to remain the same size and not grow or shrink when a
SnapMirrored volume relationship is broken. 

Correct Answer: BD 

This option causes the file system to remain the same size and not grow or shrink when a SnapMirrored volume
relationship is broken, or when a vol add is performed on it. This option is automatically set to be on when a volume
becomes a SnapMirrored volume. It will remain on after the snapmirror break command is issued for the volume. This
allows a volume to be SnapMirrored back to the source without needing to add disks to the source volume. If the volume
size is larger than the file system size, turning off this option will force the file system to grow to the size of the volume.
The default setting is off. http://wafl.co.uk/vol-2/#sthash.DbEHR4YS.dpuf 

 

QUESTION 3

Which command will show the FCP target(s) on a storage system? 

A. fcp show adapter 
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B. fcp show all 

C. fcp show -t 

D. fcp status 

Correct Answer: A 

https://library.netapp.com/ecmdocs/ECMP1196979/html/man1/na_fcp.1.html 

fcp show adapter [ -v ] [ adapter ] 

If no adapter name is given, information about all adapters are shown. This command displays information such as
nodename/portname and link state about the adapter. If the -v flag is given, this command displays additional
information 

about the adapters. 

 

QUESTION 4

The two copies SyncMirror volume are called ____________, which are physical copies of the same file system and
consist of one or more RAID groups. 

A. Snapshot copies 

B. Aggregates 

C. Plexes 

D. Volumes 

Correct Answer: C 

https://library.netapp.com/ecmdocs/ECMP1196991/html/GUID-D4D7C7F0-9063-4099-B5CA- 8FEE619EEF1D.html 

SyncMirror is a feature of Data OnTap used to mirror data to two separate aggregates. It allows for real- time mirroring
of data to matching aggregates physically connected to the same storage system. SyncMirror provides for synchronous 

mirroring of data, implemented at the RAID level. You can use SyncMirror to create aggregates that consist of two
copies of the same WAFL file system. The two copies, known as plexes, are simultaneously updated. Therefore, the
copies 

are always identical. The two plexes are directly connected to the same system. 

The following provides information about the activities of SyncMirror: 

SyncMirror can be used to mirror aggregates and traditional volumes. (A traditional volume is essentially an aggregate
with a single volume that spans the entire aggregate.) SyncMirror cannot be used to mirror FlexVol volumes. However, 

FlexVol volumes can be mirrored as part of an aggregate. 

SyncMirror is different from synchronous SnapMirror. 
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QUESTION 5

When you are setting up SnapMirror, which three are replication pre-requisites? (Choose three.) 

A. The source volume must be offline. 

B. SnapMirror must be licensed for each storage system. 

C. If you are replicating a volume, you must create a restricted volume to be used as the SnapMirror. 

D. The capacity of the SnapMirror destination must be greater than or equal to the capacity of the source destination
volume. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

You need to fulfill a set of prerequisites before you can use SnapMirror: 

- You must purchase and enable the SnapMirror license. If the SnapMirror source and destination are on different
systems, you must enable the SnapMirror license on each system. 

-For SnapMirror volume replication, you must create a restricted volume to be used as the destination volume. 

SnapMirror does not automatically create a volume. For information about how to create volumes, see the section on
organizing data using volumes and qtrees in the Data ONTAP Storage Management Guide for 7-Mode. 

- For SnapMirror volume replication, the destination system must use a version of Data ONTAP that is the same as or
later than that of the SnapMirror source system. https://library.netapp.com/ecmdocs/
ECMP1196991/html/GUIDED9C09EF-3F61-41FE-B8F1- 36356C5FEC5F.html 
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